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ON THE EXISTENCE AND BOUNDARY BEHAVIOR

OF SOLUTIONS TO A CLASS

OF NONLINEAR DIRICHLET PROBLEMS

CARLOS E. KENIG AND WEI-MING NI1

Abstract. In this paper, we first extend the well-known method of super- and

sub-solutions for elliptic boundary value problems to Z.°°-boundary functions. Then

we apply this method to investigate the solvability and the boundary behavior of

solutions to some nonlinear elliptic equations, some Fatou-type results are obtained.

Let L = 2lJ=x dx(a¡J(x)dX/), where a:j(x) = a„(x) E C°°(R"), and l^a^x)^

> X11|2. Let ß be a bounded, smooth domain in R", and f(x, u) either Lipschitz in u

(and C" in both variables) or increasing in u (and Ca in both variables), which

satisfies f(x, u) = 0(\uf) at u = 0, for some p > 1, uniformly in x. Our main

interest in this note is to study the Dirichlet problem for the operator Lu + f(x, u)

in ß, with boundary data g E L°°(9ß). We accomplish this by extending to our

setting the classical method of super- and sub-solutions. This method goes back to

Bieberbach (see the last paragraph of [K, W] for further historical comments). More

recently, this method was used in [S], in a manner very similar to ours.

Finally, the results on the boundary behavior of solutions that we obtain are

identical to (and follow from) those in the linear theory, as in [W or J, K].

Theorem 1. There exists a number e0 > 0 such that, if ||g||Lo°(3a) < e0, then there

exists a function u in C2'"(ß), which satisfies Lu + f(x, u) — 0 in ß, and such that for

a.e. Q(do) on 3ß, u(x) converges to g(Q) as X converges to Q nontangentially

(i.e.,limx^Ta(Q)x^Qu(x) = g(Q)for every a > 0, where Ya(Q) = [x G ß: \x - Q\<

(1 + a) dist(x, 90)}, for a.e. Q(do) G 90).

Proof. We first note that since ß is compact, we can find <p g C°°(ß) such that

<p(x) > 0 for every x G ß, and such that Lcp(x) < 0 for every x G ß. (Simply solve

L-ty = -1 in ß, \p |3n = 0. By the minimum principle, ip > 0 in ß, therefore, <p = \p + 1

satisfies all the required properties.) Consider now \<p, where X > 0. Then,

L(X<p) +f(x, \<p) = XL(<p) + 0((X<p)p) = X(L<p + Xp-[)0(<pp)) < 0

if X < a0, and X0 is small enough. Fix such a X0 and let p — X0<p. Then, clearly

p G C°°(ß), p(x) > 0 for every x GÜ, and Lp + f(x, p) < 0 for x G ß. Define now
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e0 = minxeñp(x). We will first show that if 0 < e < e0, then we can find« E C2a(ß),

so that Lu + f(x, u) = 0 in ß, u(x) > 0 in ß and u \dQ = e. We first note that,

without loss of generality, we can assume that/(.x, u) is increasing in u. (Substitute/

by / + Mu, and L by L — Mu, where M is large.) We will assume / to be increasing

in the rest of the proof.

Now let v | be the solution to the linear problem

Lvx +f(x,p) = 0,       vx\da = e.

Then, as/is Ca, v] G C2,a, moreover, as p > 0, and hence f(x, p) > 0, the minimum

principle shows that vx > e in ß. In addition, L(vi — ß) = -Lp — f(x, p) > 0 and

(ü, — u.) |aQ =s 0. Hence, u, =£ /j,. Inductively, define vk+x as the solution of

Lvk + l+f(x,vk) = 0,       vk+l |3Q = e.

Then, arguing as above we can check that e < vk+\ < t>A < ' ' ' ^ f- Now, set

u(x) = lim^^u^.*). We first show that Lu = -f(x, u) in ß in the sense of

distributions. In fact, if tj> E C0°°(ß), then,

/ (Lu + f(x, u))<p = / (uLcp + f(x, u)<p) =  lim   / (vkLcp + f(x, vk)<p) = 0,

by dominated convergence. Moreover, it is easy to see that the vk are uniformly

bounded in W2,p(Q) for every p, 1 <p < oo. Therefore, « E W2,p(Q), for every p,

1 </> < oo, and hence Lw = -/(x, u) in the H/2/' sense. Since/ E C it is easy to

conclude now that u G C2a(ß) is a classical solution of Lu + f(x, u) = 0, u \da = e.

A similar argument shows the existence of a number e0 > 0 so that if -e0 < — e < 0,

we can find a solution u G C2a(ß) to Lu + f(x, u) = 0, u |an = -e. Also we have

u < — e in ß.

We are now ready to prove our theorem. Let e0 be as above, and v, v G C2a(ß)

the solutions of Lv + f(x, v) — 0 (resp. Lv + f(x, v) = 0) and v ^o, = e0 (resp.

v \w = -e0), with v > e0, t; *í — e0. As before, let u, be a bounded solution of

Lvx +f(x, v) = 0,       «iL = g,

in the sense that u, E C2,Q(ß), and the boundary values are taken nontangentially

a.e. Then the maximum and minimum principle still apply (see for example [W]),

and we have v < v] < v, in ß. As before, we inductively define vk+, as the bounded

solution of the linear problem

Lvk+[+f(x,vk) = 0,       u*+1|aQ = g,

where the boundary values are taken nontangentially a.e. By the same argument as

before, v < vk+i < vk ^ ■ • ■ ̂  v. Again, set u(x) — \imk^,(X1vk(x). Arguing as be-

fore, Lu — -f(x, u) in the distribution sense, and also in W2^^), and hence

u G C2a(ß) and Lu + f(x, u) = 0 in ß in the classical sense. To see that the

boundary values are taken in the desired sense, we argue as follows. Let v be the

bounded solution of the linear problem

Lv = 0     inß,       v\dQ = g,

where the boundary values are taken nontangentially a.e. Let Z C 3ß be the set of

Q G 3ß such that the nontangential limit for v at Q does not equal g(Q). By [W], Z
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has surface measure 0. Let e > 0 be given now, let Q G 3ß\Z, and fix a nontangen-

tial approach region Ya(Q). Then, we claim that there exists 8 > 0, depending only

on e, a, ß, but not on k so that

sup \vk(x) - g(Q)\<e,
xera(Q)nBs(Q)

where BS(Q) is the ball of radius 8 in R", centered at Q. From this claim it is

immediate that, for Q E 3ß\Z, u(x) -> g(Q) as x converges nontangentially to Q.

To establish the claim, rewrite vk+x = v + wk, where wk is the Green potential for L

of f(x, vk), i.e. wk = 0 on 3ß, and Lwk = -f(x, vk). Since ||/(x, vk)\\x < M, where

M is independent of k, standard elliptic estimates for wk show that ||H>t||,p2,,(0) < M,

where M is independent of k, and therefore, ||wj|cp(a) < N, N independent of k, for

any ß, 0 < ß < 1. Therefore, as wk \3Q = 0, given e > 0, we can choose 8 > 0,

independent of k so that

SUp |wA(jc)|< c5^ <-r-.

uoe90*a(ß) n ß

Choosing 8 also so that

p
sup \v(x) - g(Q)\*¿-

x<Era(Q)nBs(Q)

(which is possible by our choice of Z), our claim follows.

Remarks. (1) If g > 0, and g > 0 on a set of positive surface measure of 3ß, our

construction produces a positive solution in ß.

(2) If g E C(3ß), an easy modification of our argument shows that u G C(ß), and

u \3Q - g at every point. Likewise, if g G Cß(dü), 0 < ß < 1, u G Cß(Q).

(3) Our proof also shows that if Z C 3ß, is a set of 0 surface area for which there

exists a bounded function v which is a solution of Lv = 0, and which fails to have

nontangential limits at every point Q of Z, then we can construct a nonnegative

bounded solution u of Lu + f(x, u) = 0, which has the same property.

(4) Arguing as in the proof of the last claim in the proof of Theorem 1, using the

results of [W], it is possible to show that if u is any solution of Lu + f(x, u) = 0,

which is bounded in ß, then u has nontangential limits a.e. on 3ß.

(5) Using the results in [J, K], and the estimates for Green potentials in [M], it is

possible to extend, modifying the proof only slightly, Theorem 1 and Remarks (1),

(2), (4) and (5) after it to the case when ß is a bounded Lipschitz domain in R".

Remark (3) also holds in this case, provided that in the case g E C^(3ß), we restrict

ourselves to ß < ß0, where ß0 > 0 is a number which depends only on the Lipschitz

character of 3ß. Also, the smoothness assumptions on the coefficients a ¡Ax) can be

considerably relaxed (for example, it is enough to assume atj(x) G C'(R")).

(6) In the proof of Theorem 1, we have actually proved the following extension of

the classical super- and sub-solutions method, which seems to be of some indepen-

dent interest:

Consider the following Dirichlet problem

(D) Lu+f(x,u) = 0   inß,        m la,, = g,
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where ß is a bounded smooth domain in R", g £ L°°(3ß) and/is either Lipschitz in

u (and Holder C in both variables) or increasing in u and C in (x, u). We say v is

a super-(sub-) solution of (D) if

Lt>+/(x,t>)<(>)0,       o bo >(<)*•

Now, we have

Proposition. Z/cp E C2(ß) « a super-solution of(D) and4> G C2(ß) is a sub-solu-

tion of (D) wir/i (¡s Ss t//, <7¡év? (D) possesses a solution u with qo &* u > \p.

The following theorem explains the role of e0 in Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Consider the Dirichlet problem

(*) Au + \u\p = 0   inB,       u\dB = g,

where B is the unit ball in R", p > 1, g E Lx(dB), g > 0 and g z 0. TTie«, there exists

a number eQ > 0 swc/i r/iar //HgH^. < e0, then (*) has a solution, and such that if

—— ( gdo>eQ,
o(dB) JdB

then (*) has no solution.

Proof. First consider the case g = c > 0, a constant. It is easy to see ( from

[G, N.N]) that a solution of (*) must be radially symmetric. It is then not hard to

show that there exists an e* > 0 such that (*) does not have a solution if c > e*. (For

n > 2, see, for example, p. 260, Theorem l(ii) in [J, L], For the case n = 2, it may be

treated as follows: first find a positive solution u of (*) with g = 0, then consider

v(r) — X2/ip~uu(Xr) for 0 < X < 1, r^\. This is a one-parameter family of

solutions of (*) with gx = X2/{p~l)u(X). As X -« 0, gx — 0; also, as X -» 1, gx -» 0.

Thus, we may let e* — maxXe(0 X)g\.)

Since it is easy to show (*) has a positive solution for some g = c > 0 (using the

same rescaling idea as above), the argument in Theorem 1 shows there exists an

e0 > 0 such that (*) possesses a solution if g = c «s e0 but not otherwise.

The proof of Theorem 1 furnishes existence when \\g\\x «s e0. For nonexistence

when \/o(dB)JdBgdo > e0, we argue by contradiction. If (*) had a solution u in this

case, we set U(r) — average of u on the sphere of radius r. Then, by a standard

argument (see for example [N]), Au + up *£ 0, «|3B = \/o(dB)JaBg > e0, which,

arguing as in Theorem 1, contradicts the results above.
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